Rimmel London
60 Seconds
Super Shine by
Rita Ora in
Tangerine Tent,
£2.99

CHEEKY NUMBERS

Sally Hansen
Complete Salon
Manicure in KookA-Mango, £6.99,
from Boots
Revlon Nail Enamel in
Perfect Coral, £6.49,
from Superdrug

A summery blusher should go on sheer
to show your tan or skin tone below. My
pick are bright creams – they might
look a little scary in the pot, but they
give the most flattering pop of sheer
colour, blend easily and stay in place all
day in warm weather. These three start
off creamy and turn to silky long-wear
powder on the cheek; apply with a
compact bristled wet-to-dry brush like
Nars #23 Wet/Dry Blush Brush, £31.
Clarins MultiBlush in
Grenadine,
£18.50, visit
clarins.co.uk

Lancôme Blush
Subtil Crème
in Brise Rosée,
£23, visit
lancome.co.uk

CORAL RIFF

Shades of tangerine, citrus and coral are
the quickest way to splash out on
summer’s hottest colours because they
work on lips, cheeks and eyes. But if you
want to dip rather than dive into the sea
of coral, follow Rihanna (left) and let
your nails lead the way. Paint them in a
blend of citrus and softer rose – the
perfect shades to suit all skin tones.

BEAUTY

Chanel Le Blush
Crème De Chanel
in Chamade, £28

BEAUTY
INSIDER
Elizabeth
Arden Eight
Hour Cream,
£26, from
Boots

GLOW TO GO
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The best way to showcase
summer skin, be it fake tanned or
naturally sun kissed, is with a shimmer
body oil. One of the summer’s most-coveted
formulations is Bronze Goddess from Estée
Lauder. It smells divine and has just the right
amount of subtle shimmer encapsulated in a dryfinish oil that can be sprayed onto arms and legs
even after you have finished getting dressed.

SKINCARE SOS

If you keep just one
thing in your summer
tote, make it an
emergency balm.
Choose a product that
works on dry hands,
cuticles, scraped knees
or elbows, even on
split ends – in
addition to chapped,
sun-parched lips – and
you can’t go wrong.

Jurlique Rose Love
Balm, £10; visit
jurlique.co.uk

Dior Creme Abricot Limited Edition,
£20.50, from Selfridges. Comes in
a beautiful red tin for summer 2015
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Estée Lauder Bronze
Goddess Shimmering
Body Oil, £29, from
esteelauder.co.uk

Summer make-up should be colourful but
chic. Beauty editor Nadine Baggott has some
hot tips for looking good in the sun
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